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EPOS TOUCHSCREEN SOFTWARE
FOR THE HOSPITALITY MARKET

Bars

Night Clubs

Graphical Point of Sal e

Restaurants

Café Bars

Catering

G-POS touch screen software is a versatile graphics based product
compatible with most leading manufacturer’s touch screen hardware.
Up to 400 layers of product and pricing information can be stored on
the system including graphic images as well as descriptions. This
graphical system drastically reduces the training time for operators and
makes it virtually language independent. The product buttons are
infinitely variable in size enabling the system to be fully customised for
each customer, giving unlimited functionality. On screen prompts and
product information allows staff to “up sell” to customers. Back office
sales reports are a standard feature of G-POS’s utility programming
and setup module.

PERIPHERALS

Table planning
Graphical representation of the restaurant
with up to ten levels dramatically speeds
up transaction times and ensures
everything is billed correctly. The use of
colour coding enables staff to easily view
all tables at a glance, allowing them to
see the current state of all transactions.

Stock count down
Wireless Chip
& Pin

This feature enables staff to see at
a glance how many products or
meals are left at any one time.
Useful for the “specials board” or for
any product where stock is limited
per day.

Prompts and information
Each PLU can have it’s own information
or prompt screen. Typical uses are
cocktail information, meal contents or
staff prompts to offer clients a
promotion.

Wireless Order Taking
with Orderman

Loyalty cards
Loyalty can be implemented at three levels:Discount cards - offer a straight discount attached to
a card for privileged customers.
Simple loyalty points - allow customers to gain
points based on their spending habits. Points can be
redeemed as a part payment against future sales.
Integration with Fidelity’s Instant Loyalty - obtain
flexibility when it comes to discounts and points
whilst populating a true CRM back office package
with live spending habits.

Cashless Catering
Option

Fingerprint
Recognition

Customer accounts

Reporting

Different customer accounts systems
can be interfaced directly to G-POS via
Plug in code technology.
Plug ins are available for Total Control,
Sage Line 50 and Text interface.

Comprehensive sales reports are available
on both the touch screens and also from
the back office programming utility. These
include the facility to sort by date range
together with a journal viewer.

Search the customer database at the
point of sale or call up the customer
from an input device such as a
barcode, mag card or fingerprint reader.
Allows payments against accounts and
enforces credit limits.

Reports include:Plu, main group and group sales
Financial & Drawer totals
Clerk & Open Clerk totals
Tax totals
Hourly, 1/2 hourly & 1/4 hourly totals.

PERIPHERALS
Features

Kitchen Printers

Kitchen Monitors

Remote Displays

Up to 36 prices per item (35 + condiment price)
Happy hour prices change automatically over a seven day schedule
Up to ten graphical table plans
Customer bar tabs - take drinks orders at the bar and transfer to a table
Versatile split billing
Sends orders to multiple kitchen printers or screens
Separate name for kitchen printer items
Waiter Order Pad - orders can be taken at the table.
Hotel Front Desk Interface
Up to 8 levels of X & Z reports
Staff log on by fingerprint, iButton, mag card, barcode or pin number
Built in credit card authorisation “chip & pin” functions
True multilingual using international character sets
PLU search screen
On screen prompts and information against each PLU
Cooking instructions and condiments
Cash declaration
Training mode
Float entry
Pre-defined cash lift
Extensive void and refund facilities
Real time transaction monitoring
Real time stock (when linked to Total Control)
Comprehensive multi buys include:Buy one get one free / 3 for 2, buy x and get the cheapest free, bucket sale,
meal deal etc
Plu’s can be in multiple promotions at the same time.
Comprehensive reporting on either the touch screen or back office.
Seamless links to Fidelity’s range of back office software
Report collection and product changes occur in the background
Multiple lay away
Time & attendance
Accessibility options:
Speech mode - speaks prompts on errors and promotions
Secondary monitor support for extra large remote displays

Multiple Cash
Drawers

Links to
Powersuite
Back Office

Written in Visual Studio.Net
Utilises SQL Server for secure and reliable data storage

